Electric High Level Order Picker

Model: OPS15

Electric high level order picker provides safety and high efficiency order picking for high racked warehouse.

Max. lift height: 9000mm

AC  EPS

Advantages:

- Low gravity center provides good stability.
- Advanced electric steering technology (EPS) is humanized designed, with automatic reset, height display and automatic deceleration at high lifting level.
- Finger tip control via joystick, Stepless speed control for driving, lifting and lowering speed is adjustable.
- Buffer oil cylinder: the oil cylinder will automatic decelerate when off ground 500mm, to prevent impact and lower noises.
- The mast and the frame are divisible and exchangeable.
- Low battery protection setting prolongs the battery use time.
- AC motor eliminates replacement of the carbon brush, provides good ramp starting performance and regenerative breaking functions.
- Sideway battery is convenient for exchanging and maintaining.
- The mast material is the special type imported from Germany.
- The truck can automatic decelerate when quick turning.
- High performance multi function instrument has LED light and display function. LED indicators include battery indicator, fault indicator, Electric thermometer indicator, pedal indicator and hand break indicator.
- Multi function display, include battery status, performance, working hour, accelerator, speed, the wheel position and traveling direction.
- Press right and left keys to switch for different grades: high, normal, low, and lowest.